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Abstract. Over recent years, various semantics have been proposed for
dealing with updates in the setting of logic programs. The availability
of different semantics naturally raises the question of which are most
adequate to model updates. A systematic approach to face this question
is to identify general principles against which such semantics could be
evaluated. In this paper we motivate and introduce a new such principle
– the refined extension principle – which is complied with by the stable
model semantics for (single) logic programs. It turns out that none of
the existing semantics for logic program updates, even though based on
stable models, complies with this principle. For this reason, we define
a refinement of the dynamic stable model semantics for Dynamic Logic
Programs that complies with the principle.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Most of the research in the field of logic programming for representing know-
ledge that evolves with time has focused on changes in the extensional part of
knowledge bases (factual events or observations). This is what happens with the
event calculus [10], logic programming forms of the situation calculus [15,17] and
logic programming representations of action languages [9]. In all of these, the
problem of updating the intensional part of the knowledge base (rules or action
descriptions) remains basically unexplored.

In recent years, some amount of effort was devoted to explore the problem of
updates in a logic programming setting leading to different framework proposals
and semantics [1,4,6,11,13,14,19,21]. According to these proposals, knowledge is
given by a sequence of logic programs (or a Dynamic Logic Program) where each
is to be viewed as an update to the previous ones. Most of the existing semantics
are based on the notion of causal rejection of rules [13] i.e., the rejection of a
prior rule if there is a newer one that conflicts with it, and on a notion of de-
fault assumptions that can be added to the theory. Different notions of rejection
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and default assumptions lead to different semantics, namely the justified update
semantics [13,14], the dynamic stable model semantics [1,2,11] and the update
answer-set semantics [6]1. While such existing semantics based on causal rejec-
tion coincide on a large class of program updates, they essentially differ on the
extent to which they are immune to some apparently inoffensive updates (e.g.
tautologies2). Take, for example, the program P1 = {a.} and update it with
P2 = {not a← not a}. Intuitively one would expect the update of P1 with P2
not to change the semantics because the only rule of P2 is a tautology. This is
not the case according to the semantics of justified updates which admits, after
the update, the models {a} and {}. Similar behaviours are exhibited by the up-
date answer-set semantics [6]. Examples such as this one were one of the main
reasons for the introduction of the dynamic stable model semantics [1,2] which
properly deals with them. Unfortunately, there still remain examples involving
tautological updates where none of the existing semantics behaves as expected.
Let us now show an example to illustrate the problem.

Example 1. Consider the program P1 describing some knowledge about the sky.
At each moment it is either day time or night time, we can see the stars whenever
it is night time and there are no clouds, and currently it is not possible to see
the stars.

P1 : day ← not night. stars← night,not cloudy.
night← not day. not stars.

The only dynamic stable model of this program is {day}. Suppose now the
program is updated with the following tautology:

P2 : stars← stars.

This tautological update introduces the new dynamic stable model {night, stars}.
Furthermore these results are shared by all other semantics for updates based on
causal rejection [1,4,6,11,13,14]. We argue that this behaviour is counterintuitive
as the addition of the tautology in P2 should not add new models.

This alone should be enough to have us start a quest for a semantics for
updates that is immune to tautologies. But the problem runs deeper. Typically,
these tautological updates are just particular instances of more general updates
that should be ineffective but, in reality, cause the introduction of new models
e.g. those with a rule whose head is self-dependent3 as in the following example:

Example 2. Consider again program P1 of Example 1, and replace P2 with

P2 : stars← venus. venus← stars.

While P1 has only one model (viz., {day}), according to all the existing seman-
tics for updates based on causal rejection, the update P2 adds a second model,
1 In this paper, we only consider semantics based on the notion of causal rejection.
2 By a tautology we mean a rule of the form L← Body with L ∈ Body.
3 For the definition of self-dependent literals in a logic program, see [3].
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{night, stars, venus}. Intuitively speaking, this new model arises since the up-
date P2 causally rejects the rule of P1 which stated that it was not possible to
see the stars.

On the basis of these considerations, it is our stance that, besides the prin-
ciples used to analyze and compare these semantics, described in [6,11], another
important principle is needed to test the adequacy of semantics of logic program
updates in some important situations, in particular those concerning the un-
wanted generation of new dynamic stable models when certain sets of rules are
added to a dynamic logic program. It is worth noting that an update with the
form of P2 in Example 2 may have the effect of eliminating previously existing
models, this often being a desired effect, as illustrated by the following example:

Example 3. Consider program P1 with the obvious intuitive reading: one is either
alone or with friends, and one is either happy or depressed.

P1 : friends← not alone. happy ← not depressed.
alone← not friends. depressed← not happy.

This program has four dynamic stable models namely, {friends, depressed},
{friends, happy}, {alone, happy} and {alone, depressed}. Suppose now the pro-
gram is updated with the following program (similar to P2 used in Example 2):

P2 : depressed← alone. alone← depressed.

This update specified by P2 eliminates two of the dynamic stable models, leaving
only {friends, happy} and {alone, depressed}, this being a desirable effect.

In this paper we propose a new principle, that we call the refined extension
principle, which can be used to compare different semantics for updates based
on the stable model semantics — as is the case of all the above mentioned.

To this purpose, we start with the simple case of a single logic program and
set forth the refined extension principle which, if complied with by a seman-
tics, specifies some conditions under which rules can be safely added without
introducing new models according to that semantics. Notably, the stable model
semantics [8] complies with this principle. Informally, the semantics based on
stable models can be obtained by taking the least Herbrand model of the defi-
nite program obtained by adding some assumptions (default negations) to the
initial program. Intuitively speaking, the refined extension principle states that
the addition of rules that do not change that least model should not lead to
obtaining more (stable) models.

Subsequently, we generalize this principle by lifting it to the case of semantics
for dynamic logic programs. Not unexpectedly, given the examples above, it turns
out that none of the existing semantics for updates based on causal rejection
complies with such principle, which leads us to introduce a new semantics for
dynamic logic programs, namely the refined dynamic stable model semantics,
which complies with the refined extension principle. The refined dynamic stable
model semantics is obtained by refining the dynamic stable model semantics [1,2,
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11] which, of all the existing semantics, as shall be seen, is the one that complies
with the refined extension principle on the largest class of programs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some preli-
minary notions and establishes notation. Section 3 is devoted to motivate and
present the refined extension principle, while in Section 4 a refined semantics
for logic program updates that complies with the principle is presented. Section
5 is devoted to compare the new semantics with other existing semantics, and
to analyze these with respect to the refined extension principle. Finally, some
concluding remarks are drawn.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper we extensively use the concept of generalized logic programs [16]
i.e. logic programs that allow for default negation both in the bodies as well as
in the heads of their rules. A generalization of the stable models semantics for
normal logic programs [8] to the class of generalized programs was defined by
Lifschitz and Woo [16]. Here we present such semantics differently from [16], the
equivalence of both definition being proven in [2].

Let A be a set of propositional atoms. A default literal is an atom preceded
by not . A literal is either an atom or a default literal. A rule r is an ordered pair
H (r) ← B (r) where H (r) (dubbed the head of the rule) is a literal and B (r)
(dubbed the body of the rule) is a finite set of literals. A rule with H (r) = L0
and B (r) = {L1, . . . , Ln} will simply be written as L0 ← L1, . . . , Ln. A rule
with H (r) = L0 and B (r) = {} is called a fact and will simply be written as L0.
A generalized logic program (GLP) P , in A, is a finite or infinite set of rules.
By P∅ we mean an empty set of rules. If H(r) = A (resp. H(r) = not A) then
not H(r) = not A (resp. not H(r) = A). Two rules r and r′ are conflicting,
denoted by r �� r′, iff H(r) = not H(r′).

An interpretation M of A is a set of atoms (M ⊆ A). An atom A is true
in M , denoted by M � A, iff A ∈M , and false otherwise. A default literal not A
is true in M , denoted by M � not A, iff A /∈ M , and false otherwise. A set of
literals B is true in M , denoted by M � B, iff each literal in B is true in M .

An interpretation M of A is a stable model (or answer set) of a generalized
logic program P iff

M ′ = least (P ∪ {not A | A �∈M})

where M ′ = M ∪ {not A | A �∈M}, A is an atom, and least(.) denotes the least
model of the definite program obtained from the argument program by replacing
every default literal not A by a new atom not A4.

A dynamic logic program (DLP) is a sequence of generalized logic pro-
grams. Let P = (P1, ..., Ps) and P ′= (P ′

1, ..., P
′
s) be two DLPs. We use ρ (P) to

denote the multiset of all rules appearing in the programs P1, ..., Ps, and P ∪P ′

4 This amounts to determining the least model of the argument program, treating
default literals as positive atoms.
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to denote the DLP (P1 ∪ P ′
1, ..., Ps ∪ P ′

s). According to all semantics based on
causal rejection of rules, an interpretation M models a DLP iff

M ′ = Γ (P, M)

where
Γ (P, M) = least (ρ (P)−Rej (P, M) ∪Def (P, M))

and where Rej (P, M) stands for the set of rejected rules and Def (P, M) for the
set of default assumptions, both given P and M . Intuitively, we first determine
the set of rules from P that are not rejected, i.e. ρ (P) − Rej (P, M), to which
we add a set of default assumptions Def (P, M). Note the similarity to the
way stable models of generalized logic programs are obtained, where default
assumptions of the form not A are added for every A �∈M .

From [11] it is easy to see that all existing semantics for updates based on
causal rejection are parameterizable using different definitions of Rej (P, M) and
Def (P, M). The dynamic stable model semantics for DLP [1,11] is obtained
with the following definitions:

Rej (P, M) = {r | r ∈ Pi,∃r′ ∈ Pj , i < j, r �� r′, M � B(r′)}
Def(P, M) = {not A | �r ∈ ρ(P), H(r) = A, M � B(r)}

3 Refined Extensions

As mentioned in the Introduction, we are interested in exploring conditions gu-
aranteeing that the addition of a set of rules to a (dynamic) logic program does
not generate new (dynamic) stable models. In this Section, we motivate and in-
troduce the notion of refined extension for both the case of single logic programs
and dynamic logic programs, which, together with the results proven, constitute
a step in such direction.

3.1 Refined Extensions of Generalized Logic Programs

Informally, the semantics based on stable models are obtained by taking the least
Herbrand model of the definite program obtained by adding some assumptions
(default negations) to the initial program i.e., the stable models of a generalized
logic program P are those interpretations M such that M ′ coincides with the
least Herbrand model of the program5 P ∪ {not A | A �∈M}. In general, several
semantics share the characteristic that the models of a program P can be cha-
racterized as the least Herbrand model of the program P ∪Assumptions (P, M),
where Assumptions (P, M) is simply a set of default literals whose definition
depends on the semantics in use. Note that all of the stable models [8], the well-
founded [7] and the weakly perfect model semantics [18] can be defined in this
5 Here and elsewhere, whenever we mention the Herbrand model of a GLP, we mean

the Herbrand model of the definite logic obtained from the GLP by replacing every
default literal not A by a new atom not A.
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way. As mentioned above, the stable model semantics of normal and generalized
programs can be obtained by establishing that

Assumptions (P, M) = {not A | A �∈M} .

In the sequel, if Sem is a semantics definable in such a way, by Sem(P ) we
denote the set of all models of a given program P , according to Sem.

With the intention of defining the refined extension principle, we first need
to set forth some intermediate notions, namely that of syntactic extension of a
program. Intuitively we say that P ∪E is a syntactic extension of P iff the rules
in E have no effect on the least Herbrand model of P . Formally:

Definition 1. Let P and E be generalized logic programs. We say that P ∪ E
is a syntactic extension of P iff least (P ) = least (P ∪ E).

Consider now a generalized program P , and a set of rules E. A model M
of P ∪ E in the semantic Sem is computed as the least Herbrand model of
the definite logic program obtained by adding the set of default assumptions to
P ∪E. We can then apply the concept of syntactical extension to verify whether
the addition of the rules in E does not influence the computation of M . If this
is the case for all models of the program P ∪ E, according to Sem, we say that
P ∪ E is a refined extension of the original program P . Formally:

Definition 2. Let P and E be generalized logic program, M an interpretation,
and Sem a semantics for generalized logic programs. We say that P ∪ E is an
extension of P with respect to Sem and M iff

P ∪Assumptions (P ∪ E, M) ∪ E

is a syntactic extension of P ∪Assumptions(P ∪ E, M). We say that P ∪ E
is a refined extension of P with respect to Sem iff P ∪ E is an extension of
P with respect to Sem and all models in Sem(P ∪ E).

Example 4. Let P1 and P2 be the programs:

P1 : day ← not night. stars← night,not cloudy.
night← not day. not stars.

P2 : stars← stars

It is clear that no matter what the added assumptions (Assumptions (P1 ∪P2, M))
are, given any model M , the least model of P1∪Assumptions (P1 ∪ P2, M) is the
same as the least model of P1 ∪Assumptions (P1 ∪ P2, M) ∪ P2. Thus, P1 ∪ P2
is a refined extension of P1.

We are now ready to formulate the refined extension principle for semantics
of generalized logic programs. Intuitively, a semantics complies with the refined
extension principle iff a refined extension of a program P does not have more
models than P .
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Principle 1 (Refined extension – static case) A semantics Sem for gene-
ralized logic programs complies with the refined extension principle iff for any
two generalized logic programs P and E, if P ∪ E is a refined extension of P
then

Sem(P ∪ E) ⊆ Sem(P ).

As one may expect, the principle properly deals with the case of adding
tautologies, i.e., for any semantics Sem that complies with the principle, the
addition of tautologies does not generate new models.

Proposition 1. Let Sem be a semantics for generalized programs, P a gene-
ralized program, and τ a tautology. If Sem complies with the refined extension
principle then

Sem(P ∪ {τ}) ⊆ Sem(P ).

Most importantly, the stable model semantics complies with the refined ex-
tension principle, as stated in the following proposition:

Proposition 2. The stable model semantics complies with the refined extension
principle.

As an immediate consequence of these two propositions, we get that the
addition of tautologies to a generalized program does not introduce new stable
models. The converse is also true i.e., the addition of tautologies to a generalized
program does not eliminate existing stable models.

3.2 Refined Extensions of Dynamic Logic Programs

We now generalize the refined extension principle to the case of dynamic logic
programs, so as to guarantee that certain updates do not generate new models.

Definition 3. Let P and E be two dynamic logic programs6, Sem a semantics
for dynamic logic programs and M an interpretation. We say that P ∪ E is an
extension of P with respect to M iff

[ρ (P)−Rej (P ∪ E , M)] ∪Def (P ∪ E , M) ∪ [ρ (E)−Rej (P ∪ E , M)]

is a syntactical extension of

[ρ (P)−Rej (P ∪ E , M)] ∪Def (P ∪ E , M)

We say that P ∪ E is a refined extension of P iff P ∪ E is an extension of P
with respect to all models in Sem(P ∪ E).

Note that the above definition is the straightforward lifting of Definition 2
to the case of dynamic logic programs. Roughly speaking, we simply replaced P
and E with ρ (P)−Rej (P ∪ E , M) and ρ (E)−Rej (P ∪ E , M), respectively.

The refined extension principle is then formulated as follows.
6 Here, and elsewhere, we assume that the sequences of GLPs (or DLPs) P and E are

of the same length.
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Principle 2 (Refined extension principle) A semantics Sem for dynamic
logic programs complies with the refined extension principle iff for any dynamic
logic programs P and P ∪ E, if P ∪ E is a refined extension of P then

Sem(P ∪ E) ⊆ Sem(P).

Unfortunately, as we already pointed out in the Introduction, none of the
existing semantics for dynamic logic programs based on causal rejection comply
with the refined extension principle.

Example 5. Consider again the program P1 and P2 of Example 2. The presence
of the new model contrasts with the refined extension principle. Indeed, if we
consider the empty update P∅, then the dynamic logic program (P1, P∅) has
only one stable model (viz., {day}). Since, as the reader can check, (P1, P2)
is a refined extension of (P1, P∅) then, according to the principle, all models
of (P1, P2) should also be models of (P1, P∅). This is not the case for existing
semantics.

As for the case of generalized programs, if we consider a semantics Sem for
dynamic logic programs that complies with the principle, the addition of tauto-
logies does not generate new models. This is stated in the following proposition
that lifts Proposition 1 to the case of dynamic logic programs.

Proposition 3. Let Sem be a semantics for dynamic logic programs, P a dy-
namic logic program, and E a sequence of sets of tautologies. If Sem complies
with the refined extension principle then

Sem(P ∪ E) ⊆ Sem(P).

4 Refined Semantics for Dynamic Logic Programs

In this Section we define a new semantics for dynamic logic programs that
complies with the refined extension principle. Before proceeding we will take
a moment to analyze the reason why the dynamic stable model semantics fails
to comply with the refined extension principle in Example 1. In this example,
the extra (counterintuitive) stable model {night, stars} is obtained because the
tautology stars← stars in P2 has a true body in that model, hence rejec-
ting the fact not stars of P1. After rejecting this fact, it is possible to con-
sistently conclude stars, and thus verify the fixpoint condition, via the rule
stars← night,not cloudy of P1.

Here lies the matrix of the undesired behaviour exhibited by the dynamic
stable model semantics: One of the two conflicting rules in the same program
(P1) is used to support a later rule (of P2) that actually removes that same
conflict by rejecting the other conflicting rule. Informally, rules that should be
irrelevant may become relevant because they can be used by one of the conflicting
rules to defeat the other.

A simple way to inhibit this behaviour is to let conflicting rules in the same
state inhibit each other. This can be obtained with a slight modification to
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the notion of rejected rules of the dynamic stable model semantics, namely by
also allowing rules to reject other rules in the same state. Since, according to
the dynamic stable model semantics, rejected rules can reject other rules, two
rules in the same state can reject each other, thus avoiding the above described
behaviour.

Definition 4. Let P be a dynamic logic program and M an interpretation. M
is a refined dynamic stable model of P iff

M ′ = ΓS (P, M)

where ΓS (P, M) = least
(
ρ (P)−RejS (P, M) ∪Def (P, M)

)

and RejS (P, M) = {r | r ∈ Pi,∃r′ ∈ Pj , i ≤ j, r �� r′, M � B(r′)}
At first sight this modification could seem to allow the existence of models

in cases where a contradiction is expected (e.g. in a sequence where the last
program contains facts for both A and not A): if rules in the same state can
reject each other then the contradiction is removed, and the program could have
undesirable models. Notably, the opposite is actually true (cf. theorem 4 below),
and the refined dynamic stable models are always dynamic stable models, i.e.,
allowing the rejection of rules by rules in the same state does not introduce extra
models. Consider a DLP P with two conflicting rules (with heads A and not A)
in one of its programs Pi. Take an interpretation M where the bodies of those
two rules are both true (as nothing special happens if a rule with false body
is rejected) and check if M is a refined dynamic stable model. By definition
4, these two rules reject each other, and reject all other rules with head A or
not A in that or in any previous state. Moreover, not A cannot be considered
as a default assumption, i.e., does not belong to Def (P, M). This means that
all the information about A with origin in Pi or any previous state is deleted.
Since M ′ must contain either A or not A, the only possibility for M to be a
stable model is that there exists a rule τ in some later update whose head is
either A or not A, and whose body is true in M . This means that a potential
inconsistency can only be removed by some later update.

Finally, as this was the very motivation for introducing the refined semantics,
it is worth observing that the refined semantics does comply with the refined
extension principle, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The refined dynamic stable model semantics complies with the re-
fined extension principle.

By Proposition 3, it immediately follows from this theorem that the addition
of tautologies never adds models in this semantics. Note that the converse is
also true: the addition of tautologies does not eliminate existing models in the
refined semantics i.e., the refined dynamic stable model semantics is immune to
tautologies. Moreover the refined semantics preserves all the desirable properties
of the previous semantics for dynamic logic programs [6,11].

To give an insight view of the behaviour of the refined semantics, we now
illustrate how the counterintuitive results of example 1 are eliminated.
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Example 6. Consider again the DLP P = (P1, P2) of example 1
P1 : day ← not night. stars← night,not cloudy.

night← not day. not stars.
P2 : stars← stars

This DLP has one refined dynamic stable model, M = {day}. Thus the
conclusions of the semantics match with the intuition that it is day and it is
not possible to see the stars. We now show that M is a refined dynamic stable
model. First of all we compute the sets RejS (P, M) and Def (P, M):

RejS (P, M) = {stars← night,not cloudy.}
Def (P, M) = {not night,not stars,not cloudy}

Then we check whether M is a refined dynamic stable model according to defi-
nition 4. Indeed:

ΓS (P, M) = least
(
(P1 ∪ P2)−RejS (P, M) ∪Def (P, M)

)
=

= {day,not night,not stars,not cloudy} = M ′

As mentioned before, the dynamic stable model semantics, besides M , also ad-
mits the interpretation N = {night, stars} as one of its models, thus violating
the refined extension principle. We now show that N is not a refined dynamic
stable model. As above we compute the sets:

RejS (P, N) = {not stars; stars← night,not cloudy.}
Def (P, N) = {not day,not cloudy}

Hence:
ΓS (P, N) = least

(
(P1 ∪ P2)−RejS (P, N) ∪Def (P, N)

)
=

= {night,not day,not cloudy} �= N ′

From where we conclude, according to definition 4, that N is not a refined
dynamic stable model.

5 Comparisons

Unlike the refined dynamic stable model semantics presented here, none of the
other existing semantics based on causal rejection respect the refined extension
principle and, consequently, none is immune to the addition of tautologies.

It is clear from the definitions that the refined semantics coincides with the
dynamic stable model semantics [1,2,11] for sequences of programs with no con-
flicting rules in a same program. This means that the dynamic stable model
semantics complies with the refined extension principle for such class of sequen-
ces of programs, and would have no problems if one restricts its application to
that class. However, such limitation would reduce the freedom of the program-
mer, particulary in the possibility of using conflicting rules to represent integrity
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constraints. Another limitation would result from the fact that updates also pro-
vide a tool to remove inconsistency in programs by rejecting conflicting rules.
Such feature would be completely lost in that case.

With respect to the other semantics based on causal rejection, it is not even
the case that the principles is satisfied by sequences in that restricted class. The
update answer-set semantics [6] (as well as inheritance programs of [4]), and the
justified update semantics [13,14] fail to be immune to tautologies even when no
conflicting rules occur in the same program:

Example 7. Consider the DLP P = (P1, P2, P3) where (taken from [11]):

P1 : day. P2 : not day. P3 : day ← day.

stating that initially it is day time, then it is no longer day time, and finally
(tautologically) stating that whenever it is day time, it is day time. While the
semantics of justified updates [13,14] and the dynamic stable model semantics
[1,11] select {day} as the only model, the update answer set semantics of [6] (as
well as inheritance programs of [4]) associates two models, {day} and {}, with
such sequence of programs7.

While the semantics of justified updates [13,14] works properly for the above
example, there are classes of program updates for which it does not comply with
the refined extension principle:

Example 8. Consider the DLP P = (P1, P2) where (taken from [11]):

P1 : day. P2 : not day ← not day.

According to the semantics of justified updates, (P1, P2) has two models, M1 =
{day} and M2 = {}, whereas (P1, P∅) has the single model M1, thus violating
the refined extension principle.

Finally, observe that the refined semantics is more credulous than all the
other semantics, in the sense that the set of its models is always a subset of the
set of models obtained with any of the others thus making its intersection larger.
Comparing first with the dynamic stable model semantics:

Theorem 4. Let P be a DLP, and M an interpretation. If M is a refined
dynamic stable model then M is a dynamic stable model.

This result generalizes to all the other semantics since the dynamic stable
model is the most credulous of the existing semantics. Indeed, each dynamic
stable model is also a model in the justified update semantics [11]. Inheritance
programs are defined for disjunctive logic programs, but if we restrict to the non
disjunctive case, this semantics coincides with the update answer-set semantics
of [6], and each dynamic stable model is also an update answer-set [11].
7 Notice that, strictly speaking, the semantics [4,6] are actually defined for exten-

ded logic programs, with explicit negation, rather than for generalized programs.
However, the example can be easily adapted to extended logic programs.
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The analysis of the semantics for updates that are not based on causal re-
jection (e.g. [19,21]) is beyond the scope of this paper. Even though the refined
extension principle is not directly applicable to evaluate such semantics, they do
not appear satisfactory in the way they deal with simple examples, as shown in
[6,11] where a deeper analysis of such semantics can be found.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have started by motivating and introducing a new general principle – the
refined extension principle – that can be used to compare semantics of logic
programs that are obtainable from the least model of the original program after
the addition of some (default) assumptions. For normal logic programs, both
the well-founded and stable models are obtainable as such. The principles states
that the addition of rules that do not change the least model of the program
plus assumptions can never generate new models. A special case of this principle
concerns the addition of tautologies. Not surprisingly, the stable model semantics
for normal and generalized logic programs complies with this principles.

We have generalized this principle for the case of dynamic logic programs,
noticing that none of the existing semantics complies with it. A clear sign of
this, already mentioned in the literature [6,11], was the fact that none of these
existing semantics is immune to tautologies. We have shown that, among these
existing semantics, the dynamic stable model semantics [1,2,11] is the one that
complies with the principle for a wider class, viz., the class of dynamic logic
programs without conflicting rules in a same program in the sequence.

To remedy this problem exhibited by the existing semantics, and guided by
the refined extension principle, we have introduced a new semantics for dynamic
logic programs – the refined dynamic stable model semantics – and shown that it
complies with such principle. Furthermore, we have obtained that this semantics
is immune to tautologies. We have compared the new semantics with extant
ones and have shown that, besides the difference regarding the principle, this
semantics is more credulous than any of the others, in the sense of admitting a
smaller set of stable models (thus yielding a larger intersection of stable models).

Future lines of research include extending this study to deal with multi-
dimensional updates [11,12]. Multi-dimensional updates can be viewed as a tool
for naturally encoding and combining knowledge bases that incorporate informa-
tion from different sources, which may evolve in time. Existing semantics suffer
from the same kind of problems we identified here for dynamic logic program.

Another important line for future work is the implementation of the refined
semantics. We intend to do it by finding a transformation from dynamic pro-
grams to generalized programs, such that the stable models of the latter are
in a one-to-one correspondence with the refined dynamic stable models of the
former, similarly to what has been done for e.g., the dynamic stable semantics.
The existence of such a transformation would directly provide a means to imple-
ment the refined dynamic stable model semantics of dynamic logic programs, by
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resorting to an implementation for answer-set programming, such as SMODELS
[20] or DLV [5].
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